The right to self-determination of peoples has become interconnected with the rights of ethnic groups, including the right to determine the group's own affairs and to participate in the decision-making process of the state. This article argues that a " people-centred" understanding of the right to self-determination is evolving in international law in response to emerging claims of non-traditional non-state actors such as ethnic groups. The case study of the establishment and continuing negotiations over the boundaries of the canton of Jura in Switzerland serves as an illustration of such a "people-centred" approach to self-determination. Findings suggest that the approach taken by the Bernese and Jurassians can serve as a role model for other ethnic groups in constitutional democracies with territorial claims.
Introduction
The right to self-determination of peoples is one of the most fundamental human rights, yet also one of the most contested. The right of peoples to "freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development"1 has been
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at the centre of efforts relating to nation building, independence and selfgovernance. As us President Woodrow Wilson famously said in his address to Congress in 1918, "[n]ational aspirations must be respected; people may now be dominated and governed only by their own consent. 'Self-determination' is not a mere phrase; it is an imperative principle of action …"2 The principle of self-determination became synonymous with the pursuance of democracy within a nationalist framework and became a legal right after World War ii. 3 At the centre of the debate surrounding the right to self-determination has been the question of who holds the right to self-determination and what forms self-determination can take. This article argues that the concept of selfdetermination has evolved, both with regards to right holder and meaning, to include a broader definition and a "people-centred" approach. Based on the case study of the establishment of the canton of Jura in Switzerland and the continuing negotiations over its boundaries, the Jurassian people and their identities, and political solutions, the following paragraphs will shed light on the current status of the debate surrounding self-determination.
The Right to Self-Determination: Theoretical and Legal Considerations
The right to self-determination of peoples was originally interpreted as a counterpart to the right of states to sovereignty. 4 The right was understood to belong to the "whole people" residing within the boundaries of a state, while sub-state groups and minorities, with few exceptions, were not considered right holders.5 However, nothing in the un Charter prohibited the emergence of an interpretation that attributed the right to sub-state groups.6 The principle of self-determination gained significance during the decolonisation 252 struggles in the 1950s and 1960s. Colonial peoples were seen to have the right to self-determination, which could mean independence or the association with an established state.7 The recognition of the right to self-determination as a legal right of colonial peoples was confirmed by various un General Assembly resolutions8 as well as by the International Court of Justice (icj) advisory opinions on Namibia (1971),9 Western Sahara (1975),10 and in its judgment concerning the East Timor case (1995) .11 The modern interpretation of the right of peoples to self-determination goes beyond the colonial context and recognises that any "subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a violation of the principle".12 Similarly, common Article 1 of the 1966 international human rights covenants speaks of "all peoples have the right of self-determination".13 Today, the right to self-determination is widely recognised as a freestanding human right in international and regional human rights documents14 and applies to populations of states, colonial peoples As a result, scholars have argued that ethnic groups and minorities are part of the "whole people" and thus indirectly right holders of the right to selfdetermination.23 A comprehensive approach identifies the "whole people" as "all distinct peoples," that is "whole people" in the sense of all individual, distinct "peoples" that form the "whole".24 In other words, "self-determination refers to 'demos' not to 'ethnos'".25 While ethnic groups are not necessarily holders of the right, they should benefit from the right to self-determination because they are part of the whole population.
To implement this principle, self-determination has to be more than just the tyranny of the sovereign. Even in democratic societies, in which the sovereign is the people, only the majority benefits from the right to self-determination unless strong avenues of minority participation in the government are If an ethnic group is considered a "minority" -generally understood as a "group historically rooted in the territory of a state and whose specific ethnocultural features … distinguish it from the rest of the population"30 -it would not be able claim the right to external self-determination. In this case, selfdetermination means assigning necessary power to ethnic groups for them to control and influence matters of direct relevance to them, while at the same time bearing in mind the legitimate concerns of other segments of the population and the state itself, including territorial integrity.31 Scholars have argued that self-determination is increasingly understood as a "configurative principle or framework complemented by the more specific human rights norms that in their totality enjoin the governing institutional order",32 which might be seen as an emerging "right to democratic governance".33 As a consequence, internal self-determination embraces the notions of the autonomy of the citizens, individual rights and freedoms, and the entitlement to a representative government. Internal self-determination in the form of segmental or "cultural" autonomy or territorial self-government provides in some cases a valid alternative to secession and independence. Autonomy is 
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"a relative term which describes the extent or degree of independence of a particular entity, rather than defining a particular level of independence which can be designated as reaching the status of 'autonomy'".34 Power-sharing arrangements on the state level complement autonomy on the sub-state level. Federations, confederations, and the devolution of regulative powers to selfgoverning regions or autonomous territories are the most common forms of creating a state in which minorities and peoples have an accurate say in determining their own affairs. 35 The international community has acknowledged the potential of autonomy and power-sharing arrangements for the protection of ethnic identity and integration of minorities in the decision-making processes of the state. 36 The autonomy/power-sharing model used depends on the structure of the state and the size and situation of the ethnic group.37 Functional or segmental autonomy might be the most suitable method to empower dispersed or very small minorities. This involves the allocation of administrative powers to minorities to allow them to regulate their own affairs. Typical areas of delegation include education, language, traditional social and economic systems, or cultural institutions like places of worship.38 Territorial autonomy, by contrast, is likely to be the most appropriate form of self-determination for regionally concentrated minorities who live in a well-defined territory.39 Any solution has to ensure that all citizens of the country enjoy equal human rights in all parts of the state. This is particularly important with regards to sub-minorities within the autonomous region who have to be protected against discrimination, suppression, or exclusion.40 The arrangement should be entrenched in the constitution or an international agreement to provide minorities with a certain degree of security about their status even if the political context changes.41 Either way, for lasting success it is vital that autonomy agreements benefit both the minority and the state.42 States fear that autonomy may lead to more extensive claims, especially in the case of territorial arrangements. These fears are not always unsubstantiated; studies have shown that multi-ethnic federations are particularly prone to experience secessionist conflict and breakups.43 Nevertheless, regional autonomy and federalism are generally effective in dealing with ethnic conflict44 and 
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have been praised as the most successful means of protecting a minority's dignity and cultural identity.45 While ethnic groups per se are not entitled to self-determination and international law does not provide clear guidelines,46 the recognition of a right for minorities to some form of autonomy or self-government under international law would be desirable. International law can tolerate almost any institutional arrangement on the sub-state level as long as it guarantees essential human and minority rights and the people freely determine their political status. 47 The flexibility of these concepts additionally allows for the creation of tailored solutions that take the special circumstances of ethnic groups into account. "People-centred" self-determination can "stand for an inclusive human rights-based, democratic and pluralistic process, which ultimately provide the materially disaggregated individuals and groups comprising the 'whole' with meaningful choices on an occasional and permanent basis".48 The goal of these arrangements should never be to build ethnic states or sub-units, but to "live diversity in unity respecting one another",49 thus merging the objectives of the state and ethnic groups alike.
The Case of the Canton Jura in Switzerland
Switzerland, and particularly the establishment of the canton of Jura, is an interesting and apt example of this "people-centred" approach to selfdetermination. The Jura conflict has its roots in the early 19th century, when the Jura territory was given to the canton of Berne at the Congress of Vienna. The area, also known as Bernese Jura, constituted the north-western part of the canton of Berne.50 The two, now connected, territories did not match: Jura, the 
101). 50
The Jura region encompasses the north-western part of Switzerland and derives its name from the Jura mountains, which stretch from Lyon in France through several Swiss cantons to the southern part of Germany. For the purpose of this paper, the Jura region is de-
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conservative, mainly Catholic, mostly French-speaking area that was once autonomous was conjoined with the more liberal, mainly Protestant, mostly German-speaking canton of Berne.51 From the very beginning, the dissatisfaction with the solution was expressed through political separatism calling for the autonomy or secession of the territory from the canton of Berne.52 The separatist movement under the leadership of the Rassemblement Jurassien (rj) gained momentum after World War ii and called for the establishment of a new canton encompassing the region. The efforts were successful. A first step was achieved when a revision of the Bernese Constitution in 1950 officially recognised the minority status of the people of the Jura region. The Constitution now acknowledged the difference between the people of Jura and the "old canton",53 named French as a second national language in the canton,54 and granted the representatives of the Jura region two of nine seats in the Bernese cantonal government.55 In addition, the Jura flag was recognised as official symbol of the region.56 While no self-determination was granted, the recognition as a minority had an important impact on the Jurassian people, their identity, and their political mobilisation. The goal of establishing a new canton for the people of the Jura entered the mainstream political agenda of the region.57
fined as the seven districts of the north-western region of the canton of Berne. These districts are Courtelary, Delémont, Franches-Montagnes, Moutier, La Neuville, Porrentruy, and Laufen. These districts are predominantly French-speaking, with the exception of Laufen, which is German-speaking. After the establishment of the canton of Jura, the term Bernese Jura has been used for the districts remaining with Berne. 
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After a series of public demonstrations, political discussions and negotiations between representatives of the separatist movement and the Bernese government, the Bernese Constitution was amended in 1970 to provide for a series of referendums to determine if a new canton should be formed and which districts should be part of it.58 The goal was to give the people of the Jura region the responsibility to decide their political destiny and thus exercise their right to self-determination.59 In a first vote in 1974, the people of the Jura region decided that they were in favour of the establishment of a new canton.60 The referendum was surprisingly close with only 52 per cent of overall "yes" votes, which was interpreted as a setback for the separatist movement.61 Important was the geographical distribution of the votes. While the three northern districts voted "yes", the four southern districts said "no", on both sides with strong majorities.62
In accordance with an agreed voting procedure, a second referendum was held in 1975 to determine whether the districts that had voted against the establishment of a new canton wanted to remain in Berne. All four districts decided to stay.63 A third referendum was held in individual communities along the border. Each town had to decide which canton they wanted to belong to and whether to leave their district. Eight towns in the district of Moutier, in which the outcome of the 1974 referendum was the closest, voted to join the new canton of Jura while four voted to remain with Berne.64 Two communities in the Jurassian district of Delémont decided to join the canton of Berne.65 In a final step, a national referendum was held on 24 September 1978 to decide on Despite these successes, Jura separatism remained alive for the next decades. The separatists particularly lamented the loss of the southern part, calling for the unity of the region.67 In November 2013, the people of the canton of Jura and the people in the three Jura districts in Berne68 voted again whether the Bernese part of the Jura should become part of the canton of Jura. While the population of the canton of Jura clearly would have welcomed a "greater Jura" (76.6 per cent "yes" votes), the people on the Bernese side voted against switching sides with a clear majority of 71.9 per cent.69 The Bernese part of the Jura region thus continues to enjoy special status within the canton of Berne.70 Only the town of Moutier on the Bernese side voted "yes" to joining the canton of Jura and will be able to hold a referendum deciding this question in early 2017.71 While the recent referendum and upcoming vote in Moutier put a temporary end to Jura separatism,72 it has yet to be seen if the Jura issue has been resolved in the long run. How has the right to self-determination influenced the formation of the canton of Jura? As described above, the Jurassian people are a minority within the canton of Berne, French-speaking (with the exception of the valley of Laufen), in a geographically closed location with a history of autonomy, proven ability of self-government, and an interconnected, relatively closed economy. Based on these facts and the comparative analysis of peoples in similar situations, observers have argued that the Jurassians qualify as a "people".73 Similarly, Article 1 of the Bernese Constitution of 1950 described the people of the Jura region as "a people" ("Volk") and not as a minority. However, Article 2 determines that the authority of the canton extends over the whole population in the canton of Berne ("Gesamtheit des Volkes im alten Kantonsteil und im Jura"). It is unknown if the drafters of the 1950 Bernese Constitution intended to create international legal consequences by using the expression "a people" ("Volk") in Article 1 and to what extent the right to self-determination influenced their choice of words and actions. As described above, at the time of the discussions surrounding the establishment of the canton of Jura in the 1950s and 1960s, the right to self-determination was interpreted as a right of a state's population and increasingly as a right of colonial peoples. Sub-state groups were not considered right holders. Nevertheless, if assessed under the current, "peoplecentred" understanding of the right to self-determination, it can be cautiously concluded that the use of the term "a people" ("Volk") in the 1950 Bernese Constitution has significance under the international law of self-determination. At the very least, the case has likely contributed to the development of the modern understanding of who holds the right to self-determination. 74 The question if the population of the Jura region considers itself "a people" is even more difficult to answer. Internal divisions, which might not be evident to the outside observer, need to be considered. While the Jurassians share French language and heritage (with the exception of Laufen), the northern part tends to be Catholic and the southern part Protestant. In addition, the two areas belonged to historically different territories: the three northern districts were part of the Holy Roman Empire, while the three southern districts were and that historical connection and common experience seem to lead to closer bonds than sharing a language. The separatists claim that the divisions between the north and south Jura are the result of a deliberate Bernese policy of "Germanisation";79 however, these claims cannot be easily substantiated. The separatists thus never recognised the outcomes of the 1975 referendums cementing the split between the two parts of the Jura and claimed that the division of the Jura region cannot be legitimised under 
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any circumstances.80 The efforts put forward by the government of Jura to bring about the 2013 referendum can be seen against this background. The determination of ethnic group membership depends on objective and subjective criteria, the context, and on the identification by outsiders and insiders. Ethnic groups tend to distinguish themselves from other groups based on objective factors, such as a shared language, skin colour, or religion, and subjective factors, namely the self-identification of an individual with an ethnic group and, in turn, the acceptance of the individual by the group. Two elements are particularly significant when identifying ethnic groups. First, the accentuation of cultural traits or the belief in a common ancestry, and, second, the sense that these traits distinguish the group from the other members of the society that do not share the differentiating characteristic. These "ethnic criteria", which provide the origins of communal identity, may include shared historical experiences or myths, common descent, religious beliefs, language, ethnicity, and region of residence.81 In the case of Jura, the definition of group membership and the geographical boundaries of the group's territory were viewed differently by the Bernese government, the separatist movement, and the people of the Jura region themselves. The canton of Berne made it clear that the "people of Jura" should include all seven districts. At the same time, prior differences and internal divisions were apparent -most clearly in regards to the German-speaking district of Laufen, and maybe less visibly, but just as significantly the historical split between the Catholic and Protestant areas described above. Flexible identities and context dependent interpretation of ethnic attachment further complicated the situation.82 In the end, it was impossible to fulfil the wish of the northern Jura for its own canton and the desire of the southern parts to remain with Berne while at the same time saving the unity of the region and its people. Both the Federal Council83 and the Swiss Supreme Court84 acknowledged these internal divisions, but did not see a problem with the Bernese approach of tiered democratic expression. The Bernese authorities' approach is justified because it made sure that the self-determination of all people living within the boundaries of the Jura region were recognised and neither side dominated the final outcome.85 The "whole people" condition of the right to self-determination described in section 2 of this article was thus upheld. With regards to the content of the right to self-determination and its interpretation, the separatists used the term "self-determination" first and most often.86 The Bernese used the term in 1969/70 when they amended their Constitution in preparation for the referendums on the establishment of a new canton. The Bernese government stated that the amendment gave the people of the Jura region the right to self-determination,87 and that the exercise of this right depended on the support of the Bernese population, which was given in the referendum accepting the 1970 amendment of the Bernese Constitution.88 Similarly, the Swiss Government used the term "self-determination" The people of the Jura, conscious of its responsibility towards God and to the people, with the intention to restore sovereignty and to establish a united community, gives itself the following constitution: … based on these principles the Republic and the Canton of Jura, founded by the act of free self-determination …91
Scholars dispute, however, the extent to which the international law of selfdetermination influenced the decisions. Some scholars argue that international law and developments in international politics influenced both the arguments made by the different sides of the conflict as well as the resolution of the conflict.92 Others question if the right to self-determination had a direct impact on the decision-making process. 
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The Right to Self-Determination of Ethnic Groups international journal on minority and group rights 23 (2016) 250-269 populations and colonial peoples as discussed above. Second, the Swiss confederation has longstanding experiences in the accommodation of minority rights and claims within its constitutional democracy and historically has not relied on international law to solve these issues. 94 And third because of the domestic nature of the Jura conflict, its resolution and regulation is not a matter for international law, at least in its direct sense.95 This being said, international law influenced the final outcome, particularly with regards to state succession and questions of properties, liabilities, and records.96 Indirectly, the right to self-determination expressed itself in the various discussions, demonstrations and negotiations of the Jura question and most importantly in the referendums that have determined the final status of the Jura region and its people. As the Canadian Supreme Court in the case Reference re: Secession of Quebec spelled out, self-determination and secession in a democratic state must happen in a democratic way,97 either along explicitly spelled out avenues in the constitution or, if such rules are absent, in a way that respects the right to self-determination and the integrity of the democratic process. 98 The mechanism of sequential referendums chosen to solve the Jura 268 conflict serves as a perfect illustration. It was based on the founding principle of Swiss federalist political culture, namely the focus on decentral isation and loyalty on the local level.99 The democratic, "people-centred" expression of self-determination allows for flexibility and compromise to guarantee that voices on all sides are heard. It also does not necessarily lead to outcomes that can be easily put within the generally assumed categories of internal or external self-determination described in section 2. Again, the case of the canton of Jura acts as an example: one could argue that the secession of the northern parts constitute external self-determination, while the subsequent referendums and the special status of the Bernese Jura within the canton of Berne could be considered a manifestation of internal self-determination. The staged referendum process that included decision-making on the local level giving people in the proximity of the border the right to choose their own destiny within the old canton or new canton additionally allowed the largest number of people to participate in self-determination. As a result, the number of "sub-minorities" created was minimised. The fate of minorities within minority territory was one of the concerns voiced by the Canadian Supreme Court in Reference re: Secession of Quebec when asked under what circumstances the province of Quebec could secede from Canada.100 The secession of the canton of Jura in a peaceful and orderly manner is generally considered one of the great victories for direct democracy and federalism, and specifically for the Swiss model. 101 It required flexibility and the adaptation of federal law, a broadened understanding of international law, and the consent of the federal government, the cantonal government(s), and all units directly affected by the change. The Jura situation and the democratic interpretation of the right to self-determination have influenced other comparable cases in Europe and elsewhere, including the efforts of Catalonia to separate from Spain and most recently Scotland's attempt to secede from United Kingdom. 102 In conclusion, the case of the establishment of the canton of Jura represents the new understanding of self-determination in which "neither a purely individualistic human rights approach nor an ethno-territorial self-determination
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The Right to Self-Determination of Ethnic Groups international journal on minority and group rights 23 (2016) 250-269 approach will be adequate to address group-based political demands".103 Self-determination is a claim that increasingly combines both collective and individual elements and thus needs to remain relativist, an approach in which solutions need to be flexible and context-based. Self-determination is a right for all rather than only for some, and while the process of establishing the canton of Jura was a slow and difficult one, it was the only one guaranteeing a comprehensive application of the right to self-determination.
Conclusion
A closer look at the modern understanding of the right of peoples to selfdetermination reveals that the application of the right to ethnic groups is not inconceivable. A "people-centred" interpretation of self-determination, derived from a human rights and minority rights approach, creates innovative opportunities for ethnic groups. Most importantly, it allows for flexible solutions guaranteeing the rights of ethnic groups to determine their own destiny, to protect and preserve their culture and to (co-)exist with the majority. The formation of the canton of Jura is an example of this "people-centred" approach to self-determination. It illustrates and recognises that members of all ethnic groups are part of nation building. The Jura situation represents one of the few cases in which democratic expression of internal self-determination, down to the lowest level of governance, allowed all members of society, including minorities, to express their views on territorial affiliation, political participation and cultural belonging. Both parts of the movement -the separatist Catholic French speakers and the anti-separatist Protestant French speakersended up enjoying the right to self-determination. The fact that the discussion continued after the establishment of the canton of Jura in 1979 and was followed up with further negotiations and the referendum in 2013 shows understanding for changing identities and new claims.
